
non-measurable system states. In this paper a dif-
ferent approach to control of electrical drives with
combined elasticity and backlash effects is presen-
ted. The electrical drive is modeled utilizing the
»black box« input-output model based on Takagi-
-Sugeno fuzzy model [5] with measurement at the
load side only. Generalized predictive controller
(GPC) [6, 7] is used as load speed controller, and
since it requires linear process model, Takagi-
-Sugeno fuzzy model is linearized by means of in-
stantaneous linearization [8] in each sample instant.

1 INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the speed control system for
electrical drives can be significantly deteriorated
when transmission elasticity and backlash are pre-
sent if proper control algorithms are not applied. It
is generally recognized that electrical drives with
considerable transmission elasticity tend to produce
poorly damped torsional vibrations in the transmit-
ted torque [1] which are, in turn, manifested in
poorly damped oscillations of the load speed. Back-
lash, on the other hand, manifests itself in the dis-
continuous nature of the transmitted
torque [1, 2] thus changing the struc-
ture and parameters of the mechanical
system.

The compensation of elasticity is
usually carried out by introducing the
additional feedback paths to the classi-
cal PI speed controller [3], or by using
more complex controller structure such
as state or polynomial (pole place-
ment) controller [4]. If the backlash is
also present, the controller output sig-
nal is augmented by the additional sig-
nal of the backlash compensation term
[2]. Both control approaches assume
detailed knowledge of the mechanical
system in order to obtain desired con-
trol system behavior, and therefore are
not always applicable.

All methods mentioned so far re-
quire either measurement at both sides
of the electrical drive or estimation of
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Fig. 1 Laboratory model of the electrical drive: a) structural scheme, b) block 
diagram









lash angle 2aB = 2.43º. Simulations and experiments
of proposed control systems were conducted utilizing
the Matlab/Simulink software. The control compu-
ter was Pentium II based PC with appropriate ac-
quisition cards.

A. Identification results

Identification of both ARX and the Takagi-Suge-
no model for the mechanical system with elasticity
and backlash was conducted off-line utilizing for the
excitation signal m1R the Band Limited White Noise
with the bandwidth ΩBLWN = 314 s−1 and the sam-
pling time TS = 2.5 ms in simulation and on experi-
mental setup. For the ARX model, best results
were obtained by utilizing the third order model:
models of the greater order showed more signifi-
cant correlation of the prediction error. According
to this result, the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model was
also chosen to be of the third order (third order
ARX model in the consequence part), while the
shape of membership functions was varied in order
to achieve minimum of the performance criterion.

The important feature of the model that is to be
used in the GPC control algorithm is the good
long-term prediction, i.e. good prediction of future
process outputs based only on the process initial
states and previous model outputs. Therefore it is
necessary to simulate the behavior of both Takagi-
-Sugeno model and ARX model as »Output error«
(OE) models. The results are shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5 Long-term prediction of the Takagi-Sugeno model and ARX
model: simulation data a) and experimental data b)

Fig. 6 Reference and load step responses of the speed control system 
with fuzzy model based GPC controller – simulation

B. Speed control

Comparative reference and load step responses
for simulation and experiment are shown in Figures
6 to 9. The step reference value change is chosen to
be descending to zero: ωR(t) = 0.05 [1 − S(t)]. Load
step is chosen to be m2(t) = 0.2 S(t − 0.6s) in the
load speed steady state ω2 = 0. Since in many cases
the speed control loop is the inner loop of the cas-
cade positioning control system with proportional
(P) position controller the proposed choice of the
speed reference value is justified because in such
systems speed reference value tends to become ze-
ro.

In both cases (utilization of Takagi-Sugeno mo-
del or ARX), the GPC prediction horizons were
chosen as follows: N1 = 1, N2 = 10, NU = 3, while the
controller output weighting factor was λ = 0.002.

The simulation results show the inability of the
ARX model to describe the nonlinear dynamics to
the satisfactory extent, thus causing the limit cycle

As it is shown, long-term prediction is better for
the Takagi-Sugeno model because of its ability to
learn the non-linear behavior of the system for
∆ω2 ≈ 0.



oscillations of the speed control system with GPC
controller. The introduction of the constant load
torque stabilizes the behavior of the control system
because it enforces the alignment on the loose end
of the axis (Figure 1a). To the contrary, the Takagi-
-Sugeno fuzzy model based GPC algorithm stabi-
lizes the mechanical system with elasticity and back-
lash with satisfactory control effort. The oscillations
of the controller output are necessary in order to
keep the mechanical system out of the regime of
backlash by forcing the alignment on the loose end
of the elastic axis.

Since the ARX model is incapable of modeling
the dynamics of the mechanical system, speed con-
trol experiments were conducted for the utilization
of the Takagi-Sugeno model only.

Both reference and load step responses are well
damped, although there is an overshoot in the
closed control system response, which is probably

due to the influence of friction in the bearings of
the experimental servo-drive. The proposed GPC
based control system is also, to some extent, robust
to the change of mechanical system parameters.
This is illustrated in Figure 9 where comparative
step responses are shown for nominal load inertia
and the increase of load inertia by 100 % without
changing the controller parameters.
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Fig. 8 Reference and load step responses of the speed control system 
with fuzzy model based GPC controller – experiment

Fig. 9 Load speed reference step responses for different load inertia

Fig. 7 Reference and load step responses of the speed control system
with ARX model based GPC controller – simulation
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Prediktivno upravljanje elektromotornim pogonom s elasti~no{}u i zra~no{}u u prijenosnom mehanizmu zasno-
vano na neizrazitom modelu procesa. Predlo`ena je strategija upravljanja elektromotornim pogonom s elasti~no{}u
i zra~nos}u u prijenosnom mehanizmu zasnovana na primjeni poop}enog prediktivnog regulatora (GPC). Neizraziti
model prema Takagiju i Sugenu primijenjen je za identifikaciju dvomasenog mehani~kog sustava s elasti~nim pri-
jenosnim mehanizmom, zra~no{}u i zanemarivim trenjem. Pretpostavlja se da je dostupno samo mjerenje na strani
tereta. Kako poop}eni prediktivni regulator (GPC) zahtijeva linearni model za prora~un optimalnog upravlja~kog
signala, neizraziti model prema Takagiju i Sugenu linearizira se primjenom trenuta~ne linearizacije u svakom ko-
raku uzorkovanja. Ova strategija upravljanja uspore|ena je potom s klasi~nim poop}enim prediktivnim regulatorom
zasnovanim na linearnom ARX modelu, simulacijom i eksperimentalno na laboratorijskom modelu elektromo-
tornog pogona s elasti~no{}u i zra~nos}u u prijenosnom mehanizmu. 

Klju~ne rije~i: elektromotorni pogon, elesti~nost prijenosnog mehanizma, zra~nost, modelsko prediktivno upravlja-
nje, Takagi-Sugenov neizraziti model

6 CONCLUSION

The Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model was proposed
for modeling of electrical drives with transmission
elasticity and backlash. It was compared to the lin-
ear ARX model through simulation and experimen-
tal verification. Both models were used as a basis
for the design of the GPC load speed controller.
The simulation and experimental results showed
that the control system utilizing GPC based on
Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model had favorable behavior,
contrary to the case when the ARX model was
used.

Since the behavior of the closed speed control
loop was affected by the influence of friction, our
future research will deal with this problem in the
framework of GPC control.
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